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Commodores Quarterdeck
Let us hope that everyone has gotten over their
coughs and colds and are getting ready for the
new season. We must admit we really knew
what winter was this year, but still we have
faired better than a lot of places.
I have just found a copy of the September
2006 IYC Newsletter where we were getting
ready to celebrate the Club’s 70th Birthday.
Can you believe 5 years have now elapsed and
we are busy preparing for our 75th.
As I said in my last letter to you the Annual Dinner and Dance will be
combined with the 75th Birthday and plans are already underway for
October 8th along with other celebrations around that time. I hope we
will have something for everyone to enjoy and if nearer the time you are
prepared to help in any way Elaine and myself will appreciate it.
I recently attended an Interclub Meeting at Leigh Motor Boat Club and
all the Clubs within Interclub are very keen for our Cadets to join in with
their Dinghy Sailing activities and I have again offered their Cadets to
come over to us anytime. It will be an advantage for our Cadets to
compete against Cadets from other clubs.
I look forward to seeing you all either in the Clubhouse or on the water
this year but do not forget, myself and all Committee members are there
working for you, and if there are any questions or problems then please
do not hesitate to speak to any one of us.
Good health and good sailing.
Best regards

Valerie Deane
Commodore
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IMPORTANT REMINDER
All members have been sent membership renewal forms.
The envelopes have a return address if undelivered.
Renewals will not be entered without the personalised form being
returned with payment. No blank forms will be available.
If you have not received or mislaid your form please let me know as
soon as possible (preferably by e-mail) and a further copy will be
provided for you.
It is hoped that by sending them later this year fewer will be mislaid.
Forms and payments must be received by me at either of the addresses
shown on the form before midnight on Thursday 31 March 2011.
It would assist if members would not leave it until the last minute but if
it is your desire to pay at the last minute you could make it easier for me
and ensure that you do not miss the deadline by providing a cheque
dated 31 March but sending it to me earlier.

Malcolm
Malcolm K Hockett: Assistant Treasurer

Social Events
19th March:
26th March:
28th March:

Dance Night
Quiz Night & Adult Fishing Comp
Clairvoyant Night

16th April:
23rd April:
25th April:
30th April:

Fitting out Supper
Easter Disco
Quiz Night
Private Event

7th May:
28th May:

Paul Metson Disco
Quiz Night

18th June:
25th June:

Mid Summer Night Ball
Quiz night
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Mooring & Compound Committee
Fellow Members,
I would like to start with a reminder to all members on winter lift, the spring
launch dates are as follows:
• 16th April – 11:55 – 5.8m
• 30th April – 11:56 – 5.3m
• 14th May – 10:29 – 5.5m
• 21st May – 16:03 - 5.6m
Times are GMT +1
Boat owners are asked to let me know of their preferred launch date no
later than the Wednesday before the launch date, this allows us to plan the
launch list effectively and efficiently. Owners are also reminded that their
assistance is required on the launch day to assist the teams and to clear
away their rubbish and timber from where the boat was stored, this saves
the volunteers doing this task.
With the teams looking forward to the spring launches and summer
seasons a lot of jetty work has been completed, with sections of walkway
being replaced and the old timbers being removed for disposal. This is a
point all boat owners should note, by removing old timber it doesn’t end up
breaking off and floating down the creek, potentially coming to rest under
another members boat. It can be a hard task, but surely it’s worth it when
doing the renewal work on jetties.
Over the next couple of months the team plans to carry out various small
projects around the compound including completion of burying the water
pipe around the perimeter and putting in securing points for
RIB’s/speedboats. These points will be in areas designated for these boats
as they are unsuitable for yacht storage. It is the member’s choice to use for
securing or not and they are primarily aimed as a deterrent and guide for
positioning.
During the summer period both lifting rigs will be taken out of service to
enable anti-corrosion and structural modification work to be undertaken.
One rig will be taken out of service at a time, however when the larger rig is
out of service our lifting capability will be limited by the smaller rig for the
duration. Notices will be put up with approximate dates for work to be
started and completed.
IYC Mooring & Compound Committee
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Sailing Section
Please see attached 2 important Medway navigation warnings
Thanks
Mike Edwards

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that with IMMEDIATE EFFECT the light characteristics of
GRAIN LIGHT, River Medway, Sheerness Harbour have been changed. The Grain Light
tower is in the following approximate position:51° 26.68’ N
00° 43.37’ E
2.
The WHITE, RED and GREEN Sectors have been removed and have been replaced by an ALL
ROUND WHITE Light with the same Q (continuous quick) characteristic, until further notice.
3.
Further information on the changes to Grain Light characteristics may be obtained from the
Medway Navigation Service on VHF Channel 74, callsign "Medway VTS", or telephone (01795)
663025.
4.
Admiralty Charts No. 1834 and 3683 refer.
Cathryn Spain
HARBOUR MASTER
Peel Ports Medway
Sheerness Docks
Sheerness
Kent
ME12 1RS
24 February 2011

Image added by Mike Edwards
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that with IMMEDIATE EFFECT, subsequent to the recovery of a
SUNKEN BARGE in LONG REACH, RIVER MEDWAY the following measures have been
declared:The light on Navigation Buoy No. 22 has been TEMPORARILY EXTINGUISHED.
An EXCLUSION ZONE for ALL CRAFT has been set up and is defined as a triangular area
formed as follows:By lines joining the position of the sunken barge at 51º 24.57’ N 0º 35.95’ E to Navigation Buoy
No. 22 at 51º 24.52’ N 0º 36.07’ E and thence to Beacon No. 6 at 51º 24.45’ N 0º 35.73’ E
returning to the sunken barge position.
2.
Persons in charge of vessels navigating in the vicinity of the barge should PASS TO THE
NORTH OF THIS AREA.
3.
Further information on the exclusion zone and navigation buoy no. 22 may be obtained from the
Medway Navigation Service on VHF Channel 74, callsign "Medway VTS" or telephone (01795)
663025.
4.
Admiralty Chart No. 1834 refers.
Cathryn Spain
HARBOUR MASTER
Peel Ports Medway
Sheerness Docks
Sheerness
Kent
ME12 1RS
24 February 2011
Image added by Mike Edwards

Save our Coastguard Station
Please help save Thames Coastguard and sign the petition at:

http://www.petitiononline.com/ukcghq/
Closing date for the public consultation is 24th March 2010
More information on the Proposed Closure and how to help.
http://www.thamescg.co.uk/How%20to%20Help/howtohelp.htm
Mike Edwards
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IYC Boats for sale

More details on the IYC Web site.

WHISKY JACK

TRIMARAN

13m

£18,000

SADLER 25

NIPPA II

25ft

£10,000

SUSIE-B

GRP

28ft

£18,750

TRAPPER 300

FLYING FOX

26ft

£7,000

FAIREY FISHERMAN

JENNY F

26ft

P.O.A.

MACWESTER ROWAN

MOUNTAIN ASH

22ft

P.O.A

McGREGOR

EMILY

26ft

£10,500

VIVACITY

GRP

20ft

OFFERS

IYC BOATING ACTIVITIES 2011
Date
HW
MARCH
Sun 6 13.38
Sun 20 12.54
Sat 26 17.16
APRIL
Sun 3 13.39
Sat 16
Sun 17
Fri 22
Sat 23
Sun 24
Mon 25
Frii29
Sat 30
MAY
Sun 1
Mon 2
Sat 7
Sun 8
Sat 14
Sun 15
Sat 21
Sun 22
Sat 28
Sun 29
Mon 30
Tue 31
JUNE
Sat 4
Sun 5
Fri 10
Sat 11
Sun 12
Sat 18
Sun 19

HT

CRUISER RACE

5.7
6.2
5.0

CRUISE

CADET

DINGHY
Dinghy work party
Spring Series

Adult Fishing Comp

5.6

11.55
12.45
16.22
17.05
17.52
18.51
11:11
11.56

5.8
Fitting Out Supper
6.0
Sunnyside Cup
5.6 BH
5.4
5.1
4.8 BH
5.2 BH
5.3

12.33
13.06
15.50
16.27
10.29
11.29
16.03
16.46
10.17
11.09
11.53
12.32

5.4
5.5 BH
5.4
5.3
5.4
5.6
5.6
5.4
4.9
5.1
5.2 BH
5.4

15.01
15.40
19.52
08.53
10.03
15.04
15.46

5.6
5.5
5.1
5.3
5.3
5.7
5.7

Fitting Out Supper
Easter
Cruise To
Thunderbolt
Peir
Faversham
&

Fitting Out Supper
Practice Day

Spring Series
Fitting Out Supper
Practice Day
Sunnyside Cup
Easter Series
Easter Series

Practice Day

Swale
Cruise

Practice Day
Bank Holiday Series
Bank Holiday Series

Paul Metson Race
Hot Gossip Trophy
Upnor Race

Upnor cruise
Practice Day
Vice Commodore's
Cruise to Ramsgate
Then on to Sandwich
Or Gravelines
Pirate Cruise to
Queenborough

Harty Ferry Race

Turner Sails
Practice Day
Forward Hands Race
Bank Holiday Series
Bank Holiday Series
Bank Holiday Series

Halcon Trophy
Evening Series

Harty Ferry Cruise
LT Grafix Trophy
Ladies Race
Whitbread Race

Ladies Race
Green King Race
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Down on the waterfront…
Rat: n. 1 a rodent resembling a large, long-tailed mouse, typically considered a
serious pest (I’m sure I’m not!). 2 informal (Ah, here we are) a despicable person. An
informer. From the Oxford English Dictionary.
Now, I hope, from the lines penned within Down on the waterfront over the last
few years readers will have found things of interest, maybe informative too, or even
witty ... it certainly hasn’t been used to ‘rat’...
Let’s look at what I might be getting at... The buoys, for instance... These were
placed on the approach channel to our moorings and are maintained by the Island Yacht
Club, one or two members in particular, and nobody else. They have benefited all creek
users, as did the dredging of that channel some years ago, again, largely through the
efforts of the Island Yacht Club. Sniffing around the waterfront I Learnt some disturbing
news ... we’re not all in this together: our collective efforts are not welcomed by one or
two of our fellow creek users. Staggeringly this is true. I sincerely hope, and you all
should feel the same, they’re not club members.
My thoughts then travelled a little into the recent past ... maybe, if the previous
proprietors of the creek’s other business had cleared the huge mass of marshes that were
in-filled along the north side then our silting problems may not have suddenly worsened
as they surely did.
That itself should have been a warning. It’s a tough old world out there. Smiles do
not necessarily mean “I’m your friend”!
Creek users will have seen, possibly, a new buoy along the north bank,
manufactured by one of our member’s who seems never to tire... Another of those buoys
has been placed where we’ve had a ‘can’ marker for a while, just beyond the outer
moorings. Both are lit: courtesy of another member... See what I mean. And, there
weren’t any thanks for that either...
Around the jetties much timber work renewals have been taking place. All has
been done by the same stalwarts that have been at it for a number of years... Much of the
work has been to the junctions of mooring fingers to the walkways – fiddly and often
fraught with irritations. Along with all of that, the ‘mooring men’ have deemed that old
timber must be removed/cut back – which is a good thing anyway and makes a neater
job, but it added to the time taken to complete the works. And it was cold too, especially
during November and December, bitingly so. But, hey, we all had loads of fun.
Some little signs of movements, of the human kind, are taking place around many
of the beached craft hibernating in our storage compound as we head past mid February.
The weather seems to be on the turn, we’ve had a little less rain, well, murky stuff,
perhaps. Few days have seen any real sun though; however, a little warmth has begun to
pervade: that cutting cold has receded ... though these words will probably bring us an icy
blast to finish the winter off!
Two owners recently had their boats lifted back onto their keels. They are both
new to cruisers too (sailing men I hasten to add – though if power be your pleasure, I
scoff not), one’s a sensible Westerly 26 and the other an out and out racing machine. I
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said to that owner, “...maybe you’ll tempt Roy Hart (from the other island club) to get his
back in the water.” Both boats are Barracuda class boats. For those that are of the
younger generation the original boat of the class was featured in a TV drama, Howard’s
Way, some twenty-five years ago now... The first boat was a composite cedar and resin
glass creation built by Sadler Yachts.
Is it me, or do others see it too. There seems to be so many boats around the
compound that have begun to take on the look of the forlorn and forgotten... It’s a sad
sight!
Up on Hadleigh Downs the all terrain cycle track is well underway. A sailing
friend of mine has been watching from the water... All through the cold, snowy, weather
big machines were seen rumbling around the slopes. Since then, from another hill, it can
be seen that the course is long, windy and exceedingly steep in places. For all those that
might like to ‘see’ themselves on TV next year – just be out on the water sailing under
those hills and the worlds cameras will surely see you as they pan our beautiful estuary...
Wasn’t last year a funny old year? We had such a glorious run of weather in June
and July. Then as we shivered out of the year, through autumn and early winter, it
seemed somewhat out of kilter with what we’ve become used to. January and February
haven’t been anything to write home about either – though today (as I write) is glorious
with gorgeous sailing breeze, but alas there was no water...
There’s one sailor, I know, he’s complained of having a bad year afloat and was
heard to mutter, “...worse damn year I’ve had for a decade ... well ... nearly...”
Apparently his time afloat was down by over two weeks – “what a shame!” I said.
He had cracked a hundred days though ... and I thought, “What more does he want?”
Perhaps there are more environmentally aware people around, or it was picked up
on something I wrote a while back. We were approaching the tea hut and somebody said,
“I’ve been doing some litter picking (A Cameron Babe, perhaps?) ...there’s a load
about...” He added, “It’s all plastic ... it’s recyclable,” a pause, to think perhaps, “...isn’t
it?” he asked. The cruel amongst us tittered as he’d stumbled into his rhetorical question
– we all do it. A few days later a roll of pink plastic bags appeared as a donation to the
cause. I felt warmth for him: I’ve done many stints along the waterfront ... well it clogs
up my front door ... doesn’t it!
Out amongst the marshes our population of Brent geese seem to have thinned out a little.
Along the island’s inner edges there are a huge number of little grebes - they busily feed
over the submerged banks. They’re such tiny things and are often barely noticeable. They
dive and reappear seemingly miles away... That day a seal poked its head up for a look, I
was passing by. It seemed to smile ... perhaps we’re old friends... I love it, don’t you?

Water Rat
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Searching for Nessie
I have had this story part finished for some time, but have been inspired to finish
it when I heard that sadly Graham Jeffery has passed away. He will not only be
missed by Lyn his wife, their two sons Luke and Robin and their grandchildren,
but by all those like me who were, and will continue to be, inspired by his
character and achievements.
On a sunny Thursday afternoon in August 2007 thundachild set out hoping for a
quick passage, about 50knots up the M6 making for Inverness. One of the
reasons we bought a Bull7000 was to tow the boat to places beyond the normal
cruising range of a three week holiday, and this was going to be our first
experiment.
Back in 1980 I towed a mini tonner to Edinburgh with Graham Jeffery and Ian
Cuthbertson for the Mini Ton Cup, and the year after that to Lake Constance in
Germany, so I had some idea of what we were about to do, but for Annette and
Caroline this was to be something new. Not so much a problem for Caroline, she
was happy with her Games consol and MP3, but for Annette towing a 26 foot
boat was quite scary.
The plan was to arrive by midday Friday, sleeping overnight on the boat
somewhere on the way. We had to get there by Friday afternoon as the only
slipway I could identify was at a boatyard that was closed on Saturday.
Tacking up the Motorway was slow, 50 mph most of the way, I did try to take a
few larger commercial vessels to windward, but there was a tendency to broach
in the wind turbulence as we passed so we pretty soon just resigned ourselves to
following the HGV’s.
By midnight both Annette and Caroline where out for the count and I pulled over
near Carlisle and parked with load of HGV’s and a few Motor homes. Caroline
and Annette didn’t want to move, they were quite snug where they were so I
stretched out in a proper bunk in my sleeping bag in thundachild alone.
A while latter I was woken by the sound of a revving engine, Scottish accents
and a herd of cows? Some guy had pulled up next to us with a lorry full of cows
and had an engineer working on his truck. I might as well have been lying on a
camp bed beside them as the boat was doing nothing to soften the sound. I tried
to sleep but every few minutes there would be a conversation about some part or
other, a dropped spanner or the cows would start stamping and arguing as they
tried to get out. Eventually I had to drag myself out of my sleeping bag and get
dressed. I thought I might resolve the problem by re parking only to find we were
blocked in by the HGV and a motor home. I couldn’t move our rig unless I woke
up the Motor Home or until the HGV was fixed.
Wonderful, so I joined the girls who were sleeping soundly in the car. Quite
surprisingly you could hardly hear the racket inside the car… so I pretty soon
dropped off only to be woken several hours later as the truck pulled away. It was
now about 6.30am and I decided to get fuelled up and on our way.
The journey was uneventful apart from a small detour after taking a wrong turn
round a mark at some road works. Once we had committed ourselves to cruising
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behind the HGV traffic driving became quite a pleasure, just set the cruise control
follow the barge ahead and take in some quite spectacular scenery normally
ignored when hurtling down the roads (at the national speed limit) The SatNav
guided us through the obstructions of Inverness aided by the girls with a map,
and soon we were going down a single track road to the boatyard at Calay
Marine.
I presented myself in the office and they directed us to the slipway, but it was
nothing like the kind of thing we were used to. The slipway was steep and very
short, about I foot above the water and extending maybe 6 meters out into the
canal, little more than a slip for dinghies! And to really complicate things it was
built at a 30 degree angle to the side of the boatshed, so it was impossible to
reverse straight back onto it. This was not the way they described it on the
phone. I resigned myself to ponder the problem whilst rigging the mast.
Wedges, ropes blocks and tackle in all sorts of mad configurations were
considered? I even considered a miniature tower crane that looked like it was
built to rig masts on a berth. I had several solutions to get her in, but none that
looked like I would get her out again
Finally I asked the yard foreman and he admitted he was wondering how we
would do it, “We haven’t had anyone try and launch a boat that size themselves
before”. He then said the normal practice was to lower boats in using the forklift?
But that was an extra £15 each way (I should have seen that coming I was in
Scotland now).
Well we were on holiday and if we didn’t get the boat launched today we wouldn’t
be going anywhere until the Monday, so I agreed. The forklift had a telescopic
arm and they fitted a tow ball to the end of one of the forks. Being small and very
manoeuvrable they easily turned everything into the slipway and then extended
out the arm pushing the trailer out under water until thundachild was afloat.
Thundachild was in the Caledonian Canal and after everything was rigged we
dined on a traditional chippy Dinner ‘Battered Haggis and Chips’, really getting
into the local food.
In the morning we went off to the lock office to get a licence for the Canal. This
allows you through the lock’s, bridges and provides a key for access to excellent
toilet and shower facilities on the canal, and we finally got on our way.
Amazingly round the first corner we passed a really good slipway just before the
Tomnahurich Swing Bridge with a road disappearing into the trees, but I never
found out who owned this.
We motored slowly in a flat calm
down the tree lined Canal until we
came to the locks that would raise us
up into Loch Ness. Considering the
size of the locks it was an
insignificant rise of about a foot, and
we were on our way in a few minutes
after passing the time of day with the
lock keeper, an English Lady who
took up the job after retiring from the
city (London).
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After leaving the lock there is a short canal then you enter Loch Dochfour,
passing a massive weir where the overflow from the loch tumbles down to feed
River Ness on its journey through Inverness to the sea. At the other end you
have to watch the buoys as the exit into Loch Ness is hidden as the channel
turns left behind the tree lined banks, and then curves back right out past “Loch
End” and out into Loch Ness.
Its inspiring after having been
confined by the trees in the
Canal, suddenly you have a
stretch of water as long as the
Dover straights are wide, lined
either side by steep hills and rock
cliffs covered in forestry and
backed by mountains.
The outboard plodded on. It was
now 1230hrs the sun was
shining and the loch was flat
calm reflecting the amazing
scenery like a giant mirror and I
wanted the motor off to sail in
silence though this tranquillity.
The girls wanted to eat. So whilst Caroline set about cooking some baked beans
on toast, I set the main and Foresail (number 2 as I had left the number 1 at
home to save space) and turned off the motor. There was a zephyr of wind from
astern and we drifted along with 20 miles of Loch in front of us.
Caroline served up her creation with a cup of tea and we all started to tuck in
when the wind swung round to the West gybing the main. These things happen
when there is little wind and it drifts round the hills so I pulled in the main and
foresail and now we were on a starboard tack. thundachild healed slightly and
started to glide through the deep still water. Then bang ! out of nowhere, I didn’t
even see any tell tale disturbance on the water, we were hit by a gust of about
force 8. thundachild being a light racy boat went over like a skittle and it was all I
could do to hang onto my plate of beans.
The water was pouring into the cockpit over the sidedeck before I could get my
hands on the mainsheet to let it fly. The girls “a little surprised “ to find
themselves hanging from the windward rail were expressing their concerns at a
pitch which I suspect carried a few miles up the Loch, I could quite imagine a
wandering tourist searching for the source imagining a fair maiden confronted by
the beast Nessie himself!!.
The sidedeck came back out of the water and we shot ahead like a greyhound
out of the trap driven on by the foresail with the clew of the freed main skipping
along the water. The gust eased off to about a 4 and I gently pulled back in the
main to stop it flapping, but we were still making a good 6 knots into the wind.
Taking stock there was a bit or clearing up to do, plates of beans had gone flying
though by some natural instinct we had all held on to the crockery, and a few
things had flown about down below. The girls set to work clearing up but then it
happened again! This time I was ready main sheet in hand and under other
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circumstances this would be fun, but not in cruising mode. So we decided to drop
the main entirely and see what happened. Finally the wind settled down to a
gusty 6, and we put up one slab of main to balance the rig. We were flying to
windward but with the wind coming strait down the Loch it would be a lot of
tacking now to cover 20 miles to the other end.
This unpredictable, constantly changing weather was pretty much the trend for
the whole week, I listened to the weather forecast every morning but soon learnt
that the only thing worth taking any notice of was if it was going to be sunny or
not, even the rain forecast bore no resemblance to what might happen. But if
they said it would be a sunny day it was. I should have been prepared for this
from my previous experiences, as a few years back we did the Thee Peaks Race
and if there was one thing we learnt it was that the weather can change
dramatically in the lochs without any warning, and it can be a gale on one side of
the Loch and a flat Calm the other side, it really depends on where you are. And I
am sure Ian will recall the start of the Mini Ton Cup 30 years ago when we were
doing really well tacking in little more than a zephyr for the windward mark only to
look back to see the whole fleet screaming up behind us on a dead spinnaker
run. It was absolute chaos at the mark with Graham franticly trying to fend of mad
Italians as a mixture of boats tacking and running on spinnakers all tried to get
round the mark at the same time.
Throughout this I had been trying to spot a cat race taking place on the loch that
day. Eventually when we were about a quarter of the way up the loch near
Drumnadrochit (Urquhart Castle), we saw what looked like a Hurricane
screaming back down the other side of the loch. Then an A class Cat flew past
us, this guy was good in those gusty and now quite rough conditions, he was on
one hull from the moment we spotted him about a mile to windward until he was
about half a mile astern, and after a brief few seconds with both hulls down he
was flying a hull again. At that point I really wished I was going the other way.
The only other boat we saw after that was a Rib towing what looked like the
remains of a cat. We had been told there was hundreds of boats in the race
including some giant dinghy cats about 40 feet long but that was all we saw.
Anyhow we had had enough. It was rough now, hard work and wet, so we
headed into Drumnadrochit.
This is a little harbour, about enough space for eight boats round the sides, but it
was filled up with Hire cruisers treble stacked. We found a suitable hole
alongside the wall (too small for anyone to tie up outside us (didn’t want ten tons
of hire cruiser crushing our overgrown dinghy). Contrary to the map there was no
facilities here, but it was very clean and tidy.
It was about a mile and a half walk into the town, but we could hear speakers and
discovered they were holding highland games, so off we walked to the town and
watched the last hour of the games. There is also a pony trekking stables there,
we had used them before when we had stayed in the highlands and it is
wonderful to trek up though the forest onto the hills and Caroline wanted to go
riding again, but we were too late for that and you had to book up for it anyway.
So we did a little bit of shopping in the town and walked back to the boat for
dinner.
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That evening the midges came out !! this is the curse of the highlands, but I had
bought some ammunition from Camping and General. Special candles in glass
jars which were supposed to scare away flies etc. So we put one on, it didn’t
smell and gave out a homely light, so we actually put three on and turned off the
lights. They were brilliant, not just the light, they kept the little pests well away
from us. Fortunately I had bought a box and we used them every night.
Next day (Sunday) the wind was still SW, about a 5, we motored out early
following the side of the loch for shelter whilst we had breakfast. Then as we
approached Invermoriston the wind eased so we reverted to sails. Thundachild
was soon slicing to windward, really great sailing in the sunshine surrounded by
spectacular scenery, but it was not long until the wind died completely.
The loch was absolutely flat now and even in the sunshine it was eerie, every
now and then I found myself looking at ripples that seamed to appear for no
reason on the flat, very deep water, but we all know there is no Nessie ??? But
what were those ripples ?? We would change tacks to creep up on anything that
caught our eye, but there was nothing but water when we got there. Eventually
we got bored with this game, gave up drifting and started the “ Alloy Asymmetric”
and motored into Fort Augustus.
Here you are faced with a flight of locks, very well managed, but it takes about an
hour each way and we had just missed the boats going up, it would be at least
two hours before we could go up. So we spent the time checking out Fort
Augustus, Oh and there is another slipway there used by a local club I never
found. Finally it was time to go up, this was the last run of the day and it was
crowded, you turn off the motor and walk the boats through with the mooring
lines. At the other end we tied up next to a nice looking ketch about 35 foot long.
It looked like a big version of T24 / T28 and that was exactly what it was. The
owner had been sailing the boat all over the UK for decades.
That evening we ate at the “Bothy Inn”, apparently a Bothy is some kind of
mountain refuge, We looked at the “Lock Inn” first but the girls preferred the
Bothy and it really is a very nice restaurant and pub.
In the morning we were told not to leave as the
“Monarch of the Glen” was coming through.
This cruise ship is the biggest thing that can go
though the locks and you don’t want to have to
get out of its way in the middle of the canal. I
think with thundachilds keel down we would
have been squeezed onto the rocks to avoid
her. Anyhow with her out of the way we
headed off down the canal. Again under motor
we went through two more locks and then out
onto Loch Oich, which is the top loch, so
Thundachild was now floating as high as she
ever would. We stopped for dinner at a jetty
under the ruins of Invergarry Castle and took a
walk in the grounds of the hotel near there, but
we didn’t go in, as Caroline observed, it looked
like an old peoples home.
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So off on our way again we headed for the Great Glen Water Park and moored
up there for the night. This is the home of “Monster Activities” who amongst other
things organise white water rafting trips, and they had a slipway as well used to
launch speed boats and an old Flying 15.
Anyhow they also do water skiing and as a treat for Caroline we booked her a
lesson, just 20 minutes. First they started her on a bar, no problem, twice she
pulled herself straight up. “That was rather good” says the instructor “we’ll let you
try the short rope”, again twice and each time she pulled herself straight up. “Ok
we’ll let you have a go on the long line” and then to us “She wont do this but it’s
the next stage so she might as well have a go” and she pulls herself straight up !!
“ she’ll fall off in a second” ..no
she’s still there, “She wont be able
to hang on much longer her arms
will be getting tired”…”The little
devil”.. Caroline was waving to us.
Then she starts veering from side to
side, “ This is her first time isn’t it?”
asks the instructor.
“OK I have to turn round now, I will
keep it going but she will probably
fall off when she hits the waves”..
Bounce, bounce bounce…no she
was still going but eventually she
had to let go.
That was their last booking for the day and they packed up for the evening. The
instructors at the water park apparently lived in a Caravan on a farm at the other
end of the loch, and we watched them disappear in one of the little hire boats
used for fishing. About 45 minutes later it was getting dark and we heard the hum
of an outboard approaching; they had forgotten the keys to the caravan.
There is a Resturant at the park, but we made the mistake of not booking and it
was full so we ate on board that night. The midges were really terrible here but
we put the candles on and even sat in the cockpit they stayed well clear of
Thundachild. We sat outside eating dinner, admiring the brightness of the stars,
and having a little giggle as we watched people fishing, or out for an evening
stroll franticly fighting of the little pests, unable to get to us the little beasts were
venting their anger on them.
Next morning (Tuesday) Caroline woke to feed the ducks, and then we headed
out along the Canal, passing though a swing bridge and eventually arriving at the
lock leading to loch lochy, a fairly long loch that takes you most of the way to Fort
William. This is a double lock but they tricked us all by dropping the whole way
on one go, leaving the boat handlers standing at the top and the boats in a bit of
a chop as the gates opened, we all ended up having to walk the boats out
towards the lock entrance to re board and motor clear.
Loch Lochy is solid forest on one side with the main road with occasional houses,
hotels and restaurants on the other. Being a wide loch with plenty of water there
is space to take long tacks from shore to shore and we Zig- Zaged to windward
taking in the scenery.
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The plan had been to cruise the whole length of the Caledonian Canal and then
fly back on the prevailing
SWly winds for the Thursday
(we had to be on our way
from Inverness on the
Friday), but I was worried
that the wind could do
anything and didn’t want to
take any chances. So after
tacking most of the way up
Loch Lochy. we reluctantly
turned around flew back
down the loch on a reach.
thundachild was travelling
and we soon overhauled a
big ketch we had passed
going the other way.
This time we knew what to expect at the locks but had to tie up and wait with the
ketch for the next opening. I went for a walk and found that there is a little marina
at the back of the approach channel and this is mainly occupied by Blakes
Cruisers. We had seen on several occasions a yacht but were surprised at how
they kept getting ahead of us (I just put it down to them getting up very early as
we were always overtaking them) and in the marina there it was again! Mystery
solved, it was one of a fleet of identical yachts, they look a bit like an Evolution,
about 29 foot long, but with big windows that look a bit out of place. I assume
they have been designed and built specially for Blakes as I don’t recognise them.
Finally the locks opened and in we went. Much easier when you know what to
expect.
That afternoon we made some progress making as much as we could of the
following wind we sailed most of the way and ended up alongside a pontoon at
the top of the locks in Fort Augusta.
Again we looked at all the restaurants and ended up in the Bothy Inn (the girls
did like it there).
Wednesday Morning, woke early for the first locks, it was an easy trip down
towards Loch Ness, it still takes an hour, but passing the time chatting to the
other skippers and lock keepers on a pleasant clear morning was just fine. One
of the loch keepers had come to Scotland as the project engineer to build the big
hydro electric plant at Foyers, when he finished the project he decided to stay to
live and took up a vacancy as a lock keeper to “keep himself occupied”.
Eventually we reached the end and said farewell to the lock keeper’s and headed
out into Loch Ness. It was a lovely clear morning with a light following breeze.
We ate and considered the possibilities and logistics of returning to live by the
loch, but the reality is that Winter is very cold and harsh by the loch and the
summer is infested with Midges, so perhaps not.
There are a few beaches at secluded isolated spots along the loch, and on some
of these we saw canoe’s pulled up and the occupants cooking by their tents. This
appears to be a popular way of seeing the Canal as there are loads of hire
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companies, renting them out complete with tents, and some that seem to run
canoe flotilla trips with a guide canoe. We passed loads of them going up and
down the Canal and loch’s.
Slowly the wind started to increase and our progress became more rapid as we
ran down Loch Ness arriving at Foyes a lot sooner than we planned. I was now a
little concerned about stopping here as there is no harbour, but sheltered from
the SW wind in the bay we found the small Quay and went for a walk through the
woods to take in the waterfall and have a bite to eat at the nearby café. By the
time we returned the wind had got up a bit and although we were sheltered with
the SWly winds this was no place to stay as anything from West to SE would be
completely exposed. So motored out into the bay and set the No.3 headsail and
the main reefed to the last slab aiming for a comfortable cruise back down the
loch. If it was too uncomfortable we could pull into Drumnadrochit Harbour again
(if there was any space). If it was OK we could head on down to Lock End.
As we headed out into the centre of the Loch Thundachild started to fly, it was a
little lumpy but the auto helm was coping and she was surfing along on the
waves touching double figures. We passed Drumnadrochit very quickly not
feeling any envy for the motor boats we passed going the other way struggling
against the waves. We were soon flying past a few going the same way as well
and they didn’t look too happy either. Thundachild was surfing regularly now and
constantly in double figures (I was also helming now – it was getting a bit much
for the auto helm). As much fun as it was we were cruising and it was a welcome
break to get into the lee of some trees at Loch End and slow down; thundachild
had averaged 10 knots from Foyers to Lock End.
We decided to moor up the other side of the Lock as this would only leave us a
short section of Canal and one swing bridge to Calay Marine in the morning, so
that is what we did.
Caroline and I then went for a wander and we found the strangest of restaurants.
It was like an old curiosity shop selling all sorts of memorabilia and weird things
even the table and chairs in the restaurant were on sale. But it only stayed open
until 6pm unless you booked a table; So we did. The fare available was very
Scottish but if you wanted wine you had to bring a bottle.
As we walked back we wondered what the canoeists camped out by the locks
were having for their dinner. They tend to stop at the locks as there is grass there
for the tents and excellent toilets and showers at every lock.
In the morning I stripping the rig ready to lower it later whilst Annette rustled up
breakfast and we headed back down the canal to Calay Marine where the
reverse process went much smoother. With the “Rig” in the yards car park ready
for an early start next day we walked into Inverness for some sightseeing and
dinner and returned to sleep on thundachild.
The reason we had to be on our way by Friday was that Caroline was competing
in the National Dry Slope Championship at Sunderland on Saturday Morning .
But as we were making good progress round the A1 we decided to stop off to
see Lyn and Graham Jeffery who had moved to a little village near Alnwick a few
years earlier. Older members will remember both Graham and his Dad Jerry who
built a “Spitfire” one of the faster pocket cruisers of the 50’s. I first met Graham
as kids in BYC, which was our first club when I was 5, and later we moved to the
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IYC where we were both Cadets. We phoned to see if they were in, but I don’t
think Lyn really believed we had the boat in tow until we pulled up there, but
Graham did the two Mini Ton Championships with me when we towed a boat to
Scotland and Germany so I don’t think it was any surprise to him at all. We spent
a very pleasant afternoon with Lyn and Graham and then headed off for
Sunderland.
The journey to Sunderland should have been simple but when we got to the Tyne
Tunnel we were stopped by security. “Do you have any Gas bottles, firearms or
explosives or other hazardous cargo?” …”not really” ..”what about flares and do
you use a gas cooker?”.. I wasn’t happy about the way this was going “Of course
every boat does” ..”Well you will have to reverse back to the waiting area for
hazardous cargoes”. We were in a queue many cars and Lorries long and I
asked him how we were supposed to do that. His officious look evaporated to a
baffled expression. He walked to the back of the boat and appeared to be trying
to work this one out and I walked back to join him listening to the chorus of car
horns in the queue. Eventually another official joined us. I think we had the
apprentice who thought he was being smart to identify the terrible risk of a yacht
going through the tunnel. “What’s the hold up?” The apprentice told him... “Do
you just have a normal set of marine rescue flares? ”…“Yes”…“Are they in a
purpose made container?”…”Yes”.. Then carry on Sir, the lanes are quite narrow
so be careful, have a pleasant journey….
We slept that night on Thundachild at the Sunderland Dry Ski Slope and next day
watched Caroline competing in a downhill ski race from the grandstand view of
thundachilds cockpit (bit different to chilling out in a marina) and headed home
that evening for an uneventful journey that got us home just after midnight.
Don’t ask me if we would do this again, I take the 5th amendment on the grounds
that the answer could ruin my marriage.. But perhaps hiring one of those Blake’s
yachts would be more to Annette’s liking.

TIDE MILL
We decided to try the River Deben this year so left Shotley to arrive at the
entrance to the river two hours after low water, we had a good sail but arrived
three hours after low water which was o/k. We made our way up river, what a
lovely area, plenty of sailing taking place and super views. Arriving at Tide Mill
Yacht Harbour and taking a stroll I came across the Tide Mill.
I was unaware that these places existed and after looking around the place
finding out how they worked was astounded that so much power could be
recovered from basically a four meter head of water which is the range of tide
for that area. It seems that when the tide came in the water was trapped in a
pond (the present mariner, seven acres,) and when the tide went out the water
was released in a controlled way abreast or under a water wheel some twenty
feet in diameter which turned the mill machinery to grind corn or whatever was
being milled until the pond was emptied, about four and a half hours work,
(more than the lads in the compound!).
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It was interesting to note that the original mill dates from 1170 and was
operated by Augustian Canons, its owners over the years included Henry VIII
and Queen Elizabeth who granted it to Thomas Selford a trusted servant for
£784.8s.4d in 1564.
The mill and all its ground etc. was actually sold by Bridget Bass to her son in
law in 1691 for a bargain price of five shillings ( on Ebay, I bet).
The mill apparently was the last working mill in the UK until 1957 when it broke
its main drive shaft, (Halfords, Screw Fix, Machine Mart, no one had a spare).
The mill was purchased by Mrs R.T.Gardner in 1968 and was restored and
opened 1975. I understand that she donated it to Woodbridge Council who now
look after it.
A nice little piece of history and I learned a little about my past also. It seems
that there were three tide mills at Bromley by Bow not far from where I lived and
I played football ,! for my school against Three Mills School from this area, our
home ground being Temple Mills! (I wonder). It does seem that according to the
internet there were a great many of these tide mills in the UK and possibly one
from the Roman period is being investigated in excavations near Fleet Street on
the river Fleet.
Being unaware of these places I found it fascinating to be able to delve into a
little bit of the past purely because I like sailing and our adventure took me to
Woodbridge via the Deben.
If you would like to know more about Tide Mills, all I did was searched for Tide
Mills and got a wealth of information on the dreaded machine.
We returned to Shotley and were gobsmacked to be told there was a beer
festival taking place Friday and Saturday so we had to stay didn't we?
Which reminds me!! If John Metson or Alison tells you anything about Me,
DON'T BELIEVE A WORD OF IT ….

Wodnel.
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